7 steps

YOU CAN TAKE

TODAY TO BOOST YOUR ENERGY,
MOOD & CLARITY ALL WHILE LOWERING
YOUR STRESS!

SIMPLE MEANS EASIER! AND WE
ALL NEED A LITTLE MORE EASE IN
OUR BUSY LIVES RIGHT?

Hi, I am Adrianna
I am excited to share with you all what has
worked so well for me over the years. My hope
is that it will work for you as well :)
Heading through the spring season and into
summer these are a few simple steps you can take
today to start feeling healthier.
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NUTRITIONAL CLEANSING/
INTERMITTENT FASTING

Think of it like a shower for your insides!
By taking a short break from eating on
cleanse days, you give your body &
digestion a break. As a result, you can
feel lighter, leaner, more energized,
clearer minded, less stressed & get
better sleep. Zzzz! The list goes on:)
Cleansing & fasting can be flexible and
fit into your lifestyle with ease &
simplicity. This has been a lifestyle of
mine for five years now which has been
the missing piece to the puzzle.

ADAPTOGENS

These stress busting, energy boosting,
hormone balancing lil buggers are a life
saver. These plant compounds are designed
to act as a buffer to support us with physical,
environmental, and emotional stress. One shot
or intake of them daily can also assist with
increased mental clarity and focus.
Wow, right?
I enjoy my adaptogens as a herbal tonic first
thing in the morning or as a nightly tea. No
stress!
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JUST MOVE

No pressure, let's just get moving. I
think sometimes we can pile up the added
pressure to create the perfect workout or
environment that it can paralyze us from
moving at all. One thing that I have found is
that everyone enjoys moving their bodies in
different ways, so we should just find what
works best for us.
Of course, we can't forget to have FUN with
it too. Someone once told me, "Do what you
can with what you have", meaning a 15 min
sweat session in between getting the kids
ready for school and making the lunches is
better than no workout at all.
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GREENS & MORE GREENS

Load them up!
Even if we do our best in trying to
eat all the daily requirements of veggies,
unfortunately our bodies are still not getting
all the vitamins and minerals they need
to function optimally. Ever since I started
incorporating a high quality green supplement
into my daily routine I'v noticed an increase
in energy, clarity, and better digestion.
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SMILE ;)

Sounds simple enough right?
And a little cheesy however did you know that
studies have linked a simple smile
to generating feelings of happiness.
Image what a smile, wave, or nod could do for
someone we come in contact with either at
work, at the gym, or even on
the subway. SAY CHEESE!

COMMUNITY & FELLOWSHIP
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This one is honestly one of my favorite. Surrounding yourself with
other women who will hold you accountable, lift you up, support you,
show you tough lovin when needed, and pour greatness into you is
essential. Find the gang you can trust and link arms with them. I truly
believe the more we can focus on pouring into others and taking the
attention off ourselves the happier and more aligned we will feel.
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High Quality Protein Supplement

Since incorporating a full meal replacement protein shake into
my lifestyle my energy has sky rocketed! Make sure you find one
that tastes yummy and has all the added goodies like trace
minerals & vitamins. I recommend sticking with New Zealand
whey or pea and brown rice for all my dairy free lovers. Studies
also show that whey protein can help with fat loss, building lean
muscle, as well as improve concentration & memory.

"SINCE INCORPORATING ALL OF THESE
SIMPLE STEPS INTO MY LIFESTYLE I
HAVE NOTICED A HUGE INCREASE IN MY
ENERGY & DEFINTELY FEEL HEALTHIER
OVERALL."

